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SELFADJOINTNESS OF
"-REPRESENTATIONS GENERATED BY

POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS

A. INOUE

Abstract. The first purpose of this paper is to prove that wT is selfadjoint when n^ is

selfadjoint and w, is bounded, where t is the sum of positive linear functionals c/>, ̂

on a * -algebra j# and rrT, 7^ and ir^, are *-representations generated by t, <#> and \p.

respectively. The second purpose is to prove that tr^ is standard, where <t> is a positive

linear functional on j/such that there exists a net {<&„} of positive linear functionals

on j/satisfying <¡>a ¿ <¡>, ti^   is bounded for all a and lim0</>a(x) = <¡>(x) for each

1. Introduction. Unbounded operator algebras are important in connection with

quantum field theory, the representation of Lie algebras and so on. This fact has led

a number of mathematicians to start studying algebras of unbounded operators

(Borchers, Uhlmann, Lassner, Powers, Schmüdgen, Gudder, etc.). In particular.

Powers introduced the notions of closed hermitian and selfadjoint representations in

analogy with the notions of closed, hermitian and selfadjoint operators, respectively;

and further he introduced the notion of standard representation which is stronger

than that of selfadjoint representation. The notions of selfadjointness and standard-

ness have been indispensable in order to study unbounded representations in detail.

However, since one difficulty lies in the judgement of selfadjointness and standard-

ness, it seems worthwhile to study these questions. From this view point, we have

attacked this problem [4, 5, 9].

In this paper we obtain some results with respect to the selfadjointness and

standardness of ""-representations generated by positive linear functionals.

Let 4> be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra s/ with identity e. The

well-known GNS-construction yields a triple (tt^, X^, Iq^), where tt^ is a closed

""-representation of jifon a Hilbert space §((>, and X^ is a linear map of .s/into the

domain ¡¿¡(rr^) oftt^ satisfying: X^(¿é) is dense in .©(7^) with respect to the induced

topology i„ , and X^(xy) = ir^(x)X¡tt(y) for all x, y g s4 [7]. Let $ and \p be positive

linear functionals on s/ and t = <f> + \p. As an analogy of the well-known fact in the

operator theory, we obtain that if tt^ is selfadjoint (resp. standard) and 77^ is

bounded, then irT is selfadjoint (resp. standard). Further, we obtain that ttt is

selfadjoint if and only if wT is standard when tt^ and tr^ are standard.
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We next consider a positive linear functional (¡)on¿/ such that there exists a net

{<|>Q} of positive linear functionals on ^satisfying d>a < ¿> for each a and hmad>a(x)

= 4>(x) for each x g sé. Suppose 77^ is bounded for all a. Takesue proved in [9] that

if ttç is selfadjoint then it is standard. We obtain that tt^ is always standard without

the assumption of selfadjointness of 77^. Further, we obtain that tt^ is selfadjoint if

and only if tt^ is standard when 77^ is standard for all a.

2. Preliminaries. We state some definitions and notation used in this paper. Let <$>

be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra sé and (ir^, X^, ip^) the GNS-con-

struction for <j>. We now put

^(<)=   n^KOO*),    »♦•(*)€-»♦(**■)*€    forxG^,|GÜ>(,r;);

S¿{tt**) =   Ç\ 3¡{tt*(x)*),   «•••(*){-»*(*•)•«   forxG^,¿G^(^**).

Then tt£ is a closed representation of j?/, but it is not necessarily a "-representation;

77^* is a closed "-representation of sé; -n^ C 77^* c 77^*, where 771 c 7r2 means that S¿¡

(mx) c ^(7r2)and771(x)| = 772(x)£for allx g sé and £ g ^(tt,).

We define the notions of bounded, standard and selfadjoint representations as

follows: 77^ is said to be bounded if 77^ x) is a bounded operator on ¿J^ for all

x g sé; 77^ is said to be standard if tt^(x)* = tt^{x*) for all x g j/; 77^ is said to be

selfadjoint if 77^ = 77^. It is clear that if 77^ is bounded then it is standard, and if 77^ is

standard then it is selfadjoint.

3. Selfadjointness of the ""-representation generated by the sum of two positive

linear functionals. In this section let § and \p be positive linear functionals on a

""-algebra sé with identity e and t = 4> + \p. We consider when 77T is selfadjoint. The

following theorem is an analogy of the well-known fact in the operator theory.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that tt^ is selfadjoint and tt^ is bounded. Then ttt is selfadjoint.

Proof. We put

Kr.*K(x) = K(x)    iorx^sé.

Then KTlj> is extended to the bounded linear map of §T into ¡Q^, which is also

denoted by AT l¡>. Similarly we define the map KT^ of §T into !q^. Since t = d> + 1//,

we have

(3.1) *t%*t,«. + R?jKr¿ = I,

where 7 denotes the identity operator on $T. Since 77^ is selfadjoint and 77^ is

bounded, we can easily show that ir<>(x)KT¡<j> D KT^n**(x) and tt^(x)Kt^ tj

At+7tt**(x) for all xGsé. Since 77^ is bounded, it follows that tt4,(x)Kt4,

= KT ^tt**(x) = AT ^77T(x*)* for all x g sé. Hence we have

(3-2) Kr,^T{x)*  C  77^(X)*AT^
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for all x g sé, which implies that

(3.3) AT*^G^(^(V))    and    ^rjx) KT*J = K*^(xH

for each x G sé and £ g $ .. Then it follows from (3.1) that

K(*)MvO|AT.^)+(7r,(x)A^(.v)|AT^,)

= (AtVAtV7t(x)at(jO|t,) +{KT%KT^(x)XT(y)\r1)

= (irT(x)K(y)\v)

= (xT(j)K(x)%)

= (M.v)|A't.(>tt(*)%) +(A^(^)|AT^7rT(x)*7?)

for each tj g ^(7rT(x)*) and y- g sé. By (3.3) we have

{**(x)K(y)\KT.*n) - (M ^ia/.^WN)

for all x.jiei and tj g ^(77t(x)*). Hence,

(3-4) 77,(X)*AT,,3AT,,77T(X)*

for all x g sé, which implies that

(3.5) ATV,GJ2(^(T)")    and    *JxJK?^ = K*^(x)i,

for each x G sé   and t) g ^(77^). Take arbitrary t/ g ^(77t*). By (3.4) we have

AT ̂ tj g ^(77,,,), and hence it follows from (3.3) and (3.5) that K*^KT^\ g ^(ttt)

and AT%AT ^t, g @(s), so that r, = AT%AT ^ + AT%AT ^ g ^(,7T). Hence, t7t is

selfadjoint. This completes the proof.

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can prove the following

Theorem 3.2. Suppose tt^ and tt^ are standard. Then ttt is selfadjoint if and only if ttt

is standard.

By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we have the following

Corollary 3.3. Suppose m^ is standard and tt^ is bounded. Then it7 is standard.

4. Standardness of ""-representations generated by approximately admissible posi-

tive linear functionals. Let # be a positive linear functional on a ""-algebra sé with

identity e. When 77^ is bounded, d> is said to be admissible. If there exists a net {<ba}

of admissible positive linear functionals on sé such that <ba ̂  4> for each a and

lima $a(x) = 4>(x) for each x g sé, then 4> is said to be approximately admissible.

Takesue proved in [9] that 77^ is selfadjoint if and only if 77,,, is standard for every

approximately admissible positive linear functional d> on sé. In this section we show

that, for every approximately admissible positive linear functional 4> on sé, 77^ is

standard without the assumption of the selfadjointness of 77^.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that <¡> is an approximately admissible positive linear func-

tional on sé. Then 77^ is standard.
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Proof. Since ¿> is approximately admissible, there exists a net {<f>a} of admissible

positive linear functionals on sé such that 4>a <á <f> for each a and lima<f>a(x) = <j>(x)

for each x ^ sé. Since 77^ is bounded for each a, it follows that

(4-1) *♦.(*)**♦.♦. => *♦,♦.*♦(■*)*

for each a and x g sé. Since ¿>a g <f> for each a and limad>a(x) = <i>(x) for each

x g j^, we see that A^ A^ 0 converges weakly to the identity operator / on §^.

Take arbitrary x g sé. Since

(»♦(*)*€! *,%!,) = ( A^(x)*£h)    (by (4l))

=  (¿|A^77jx)T,)

for each £ g .©(tt^x)*), t/ g §    and a, it follows that

(4.2) A*^t,g^(^(x))    and    ^(x) K*^ then r, = k;^w^(x)t¡

for each a and t; g ¿p^ , which implies that

(4.3) ^K;^K„ß = K*^(X)K„j-
(by (4.1))

= KZ+K^w+(x*)*t

for each £ & 3)(tt^x*)*) and a. Hence it follows that

K(*)*m) = \im(^(x)^\Kl^^ß)

= lim(f|^(x)A^A^^)

- limU\K*AK^¿r¿x*)*Z)
a     \ 1

= (*K(**)*í)

for each f g ^(tt^x)*) and £ g ^(Tr^x*)*), which implies that tt^x) = ir^(x*)*

for each x e sé. This completes the proof.

As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can prove the following

Theorem 4.2. Suppose <j> is a positive linear functional on sé such that there exists a

net {<t>a} of positive linear functionals on sé satisfying: tt^ is standard for each a,

4>a ̂  <j> for each a, and \ima<f>a(x) = <¡>(x) for each x g sé. Then tt^ is selfadjoint if

and only if 77^ is standard.
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